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INTRODUCTION  

Oracle VM is an Oracle software based server virtualization solution. Oracle VM provides the full certified virtualization 

environment to run the entire application stack including Oracle database, middleware and Applications.  With Oracle VM, 

we can achieve the following architecture benefits from its virtualization infrastructure: 

 Server partitioning: we can partition a physical server in several virtual machines (VMs) which has its own OS and 
applications. These VMs run independently without interfering each other.  We can assign number of virtual CPUs  or 
virtual memory to each VM.  With this server partition feature, we can consolidate multiple applications with one or a 
fewer physical servers. 

 Reducing software licensing cost: The server partitioning allows customers to only pay for the software license according 
to number of virtual CPUs used by the virtual machine instead of all the CPUs of the physical server. 

 Simplifying application provisioning through VM templates:  An Oracle VM template can be used to simplify application 
deployment. Each VM template includes a pre-installed and pre-configured OS with applications. This VM template 
deployment can skip the OS and applications installation and configuration process.  

 High Availability: Oracle VM provides two high availability features: live migration and fail over. A VM can be failed over 
to another physical server in case the physical server that runs the VM fails.   The live migration allows to manually 
migrate a VM from one physical server to another while the guest VM is kept online. 

ORACLE VM ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW  

The Oracle VM architecture consists of several components: Oracle VM server, guest VM and VM Manager.  

 Oracle VM server is server virtualization software based on the open source Xen hypervisor that provides the 
virtualization environment to run multiple domains (OS plus applications) on a physical server. As shown in the Figure 3,  
the Oracle VM server installed directly on the bare metal hardware to support multiple domains. The special domain 
dom0 provides the administration functions such as networking, storage IOs.. 

 All other domains (domU) in a VM server, is called the guest VMs or just VMs that are the domains to run applications. 
All the networking and storage IOs of the guest VMs have to go through dom0. 

 A VM sever pool collects a pool of VM servers to provide the computing resources.  All the VM servers in the VM server 
pool share the access to the common shared storage. All the VM images of the VM server pool are stored in the shared 
storage.  All guest VMs can be migrated and failed over to other VM server of the same VM server pool.  

 VM manager provides a graphical user interface to manage the VM infrastructure. With a VM manager, you can manage 
VM server pool and VMs as well as the resource. 

. 
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Figure 1. Oracle VM server                                                                    Figure 2: VM server pool 

 

ORACLE VM 3.0 NEW FEATURES 

In August 2011, Oracle released its the new version X86 based Virtualization product Oracle VM Server for x86. This latest 
virtualization product aims to achieve the so called Application Driven Virtualization: leveraging the virtualization to simplify 
the application deployments based on the application templates and assembly. Oracle has published the VM templates for 
major applications such as Oracle database server, Weblogic servers, Oracle Applications E-Business suite, and People 
Software products and so on. 

The new VM product has a great improvement on this scalability. It can handle up to 160 physical CPUs,  2 TB of memory, 
128 virtual CPUs and 1TB memory per guest VM. 

Another big improvement is the manageability and ease-of-use.  Unlike the Oracle VM 2.x where Oracle VM manager only 
can handle partial configuration tasks,  Oracle VM 3.0 VM manager provides the GUI interface for all the central 
management and configuration tasks of the virtual environment` including the network and storage configurations of the VM 
servers, which were handled by manual commands in Oracle VM 2.x..  

Oracle VM 3.0 separates the difference networks to isolate the traffic. Depending on the purposes, these are server 
management network, network live migration, cluster heartbeat network, network between virtual machines and storage 
network between the VM servers and their storage. The configurations and the management of networks and the mapping 
these logical networks to the physical network ports are done through VM Manager 3.0 GUI interface. 

Oracle storage connect framework in Oracle VM 3.0 automatically discover the available storage with the Oracle VM servers. 

Oracle VM Manager 3.0 automates the OCFS2 cluster file system configuration and storage repository creation for VM server 
pool.  These used to be very time consuming and error-prone process in Oracle VM2.x 

As we just mentioned, as one of the major improvements and new features of Oracle VM3.0, Oracle VM Manager 3.0 
simplify the configuration and management of Oracle VM 3.0 infrastructure by automating and providing GUI interface of 
for the completely centralized  management of virtual system including network and storage management , and resource 
management.  Oracle VM Manager 3.0 itself has been redesigned and implemented. It is based on Fusion middleware Apps 
and Weblogic server. It also works Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c to enable the virtual cloud management in Enterprise 
Manager 12c.   

In the rest of this article, we will explore the steps to configure the Oracle VM 3.0 virtual infrastructure using Oracle VM 3.0. 
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VIRTUALIZING ORACLE RAC DATABASE WITH ORACLE VM  

 

In Oracle Real Applications Cluster(RAC), multiple oracle database instances runs on multiple hosts to access a single 

database. This multiple hosts are connected by a high speed interconnect network. Oracle clusterware provides the base 

cluster infrastructure for multiple hosts to communicate each other and Oracle cache fusion technology handles the database 

node synchronization to allow all the database execute the transactions simultaneously on the single database in the shared 

storage. In order to implement this architecture, all the RAC nodes have the access to the shared storage where the Oracle 

clusterware OCR and votingdisk files and the Oracle RAC database files are stored. The high speed interconnect network are 

connected among the RAC node to provide the network heartbeat for the clusterware and network connection for the node 

synchronization among the nodes 

 

 

 

Figure 3: 11g R2 Oracle Clusterware and Oracle Real Applications Cluster (RAC)  Database  

 

ADVANTAGES OF RUNNING ORACLE RAC ON ORACLE VM 

By running Oracle RAC on Oracle VM environment, it can bring some of great advantage for the IT infrastructure. 

1. Server partition and consolidation: we can partition the single server on multiple VMs and it allows us to consolidate 
multiple RAC database on few physical servers. As shown in figure 3a, we event can run RAC databases on multiple 
VMs using a single physical server for the development and test environment,. Figure 3b shows how we can 
consolidate multiple RAC databases in few hardware and each RAC databases instances that are running on the same 
physical servers will not impact each other if one of the instance causes node reboots such as node eviction event. 
Because these instances are running on their own virtual machine and OS.  
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Figure 4: Oracle RAC on Oracle VM  

2. Reduce the RAC license cost :  Oracle sub-capacity licensing allows customers only to pay for the RAC license for the 
number of virtual CPUs of the virtual machines that runs the RAC, not the number of physical CPUs of the physical 
servers. 

      3.  Oracle VM RAC template can much simplify the RAC deployment.   

 

RUNNING ORACLE RAC ON ORACLE VM : OVERALL ARCHITECTURE 

Unlike in a physical environment where each RAC node is a physical machine, when we deploy an Oracle RAC database on 
the Oracle VM virtual infrastructure environment, each database host (node) is a guest VM.  Figure 5 below shows the 
architecture of two node 11gR2RAC database running on Oracle VMs.  Since a virtual machine itself doesn’t own any 
physical resources, it has to reply on the underneath virtual infrastructure for the computing resources such as CPUs, 
memory, the networks and shared storage to run Oracle RAC database. Figure 5 shows an implementation example of such a 
virtualization infrastructure that includes the following components:   

 Shared storage that stores Oracle VM images as well as Oracle Database files. 

 Oracle VM servers that are installed and run on the bare metal server hardware. 

 Oracle VM manager that provides the GUI interface for the management of  the virtual environment. 

 Oracle VMs that are be configured as hosts for the Oracle RAC nodes.  
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Figure 5: Components and architecture of virtualizing Oracle RAC on Oracle VM   

 

DEPLOYMENT METHOD OF RAC ON ORACLE VMS 

In this architecture, as shown in figure 5, each RAC node is running on a guest VM.  Guest VMs can be running on the 
different VM servers (recommended for Production) or on a single VM servers for Test/Development databases;  VMs for 
different RAC Database can share the same VM server.  Guest VMs are running OS such as Linux just like a physical 
machine.   On the VMs, we can either manually deploy 11gR2 Grid Infrastructure and RAC in the similar way as on the 
physical machines  or we can use Oracle VM RAC template to deploy Oracle RAC  

In either way, prior to the Oracle RAC deployment, we need to prepare the virtual infrastructure and the network and shared 
storage for the virtual machines.  

 
Figure 6:  11gR2 RAC  running on Oracle Virtual Machines  
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The rest of the article will examine the configuration of such a virtual infrastructure and how to deploy Oracle RAC database 
on this infrastructure 

 

ESTABLISHING ORACLE VM INFRASTRUCTURE  

 

In this session, we are going through the step by step best practices of how to configure an Oracle VM infrastructure ready to 
deploy and run an Oracle RAC Database.  The figure 6 shows an example of such an Oracle VM Virtual Infrastructure.  

 

 

 

Figure 7: Oracle VM Virtual Infrastructure  

All VM servers share the access to the shared storage on SAN storage such as Compellent Fibre Channel storage. The shared 
storage is the home for Oracle VM Storage repositories; shared virtual disks for RAC database, OCFS cluster file system 
quorum disks, etc.  The storage can be fibre channel storage, iSCSi storage, Network Attached Storage (NFS), etc. 

 In order to implement this infrastructure, one should go through the following tasks: 

 VM server Installation and VM Manager Installation 

 Virtual Infrastructure Design 

 Virtual Infrastructure Implementation: network and storage configuration. 

 Create and configuring Guest VM  

 Configure network and shared storage on VMs 

 

ORACLE  SOFTWARE  INSTALLATION 

 

An Oracle VM server can be manually bare installed on Dell servers PE R710 and PE 910.  Before the bare metal Installation 
of Oracle VM3.0, make sure turn on the virtualization in BIOS.  The bare metal installation is done by following through the  

Installation screen  as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 8: Oracle VM 3.0 Bare Metal Installation Screen. 

 

Oracle VM agent is also installed automatically. Make sure to VM agent is started using commands: 

 #service ovs-agent status 

#service ovs-agent start  

After the bare manual install of Oracle VM server, you will see the following warning message as shown 

 

 

Figure 9: Warning message in Oracle VM server 

 

This reminds the system administrator from now on all the configuration tasks should done through Oracle VM manager 
instead of the manual modifications in Oracle VM server. Therefore another critical component of this the infrastructure is 
Oracle VM Manager 3.0. 

Oracle VM Manager 3.0 can be installed either on physical machine or a physical machine.  If you install the VM Manager in a 
VM, you need other VM manager or use the manual command to manage the VM that runs this VM manager. For this paper, 
we installed the VM manager on a physical machine. Prior to the VM manager installation, you need to ensure certain 
prerequisites are met. This includes installation of Linux and required rpms and configuring the required /u01 directory. 
Refer to the Oracle VM install Guide Release 3.0 for x86. The Oracle VM Manager uses an Oracle 11.R2 database as the 
repository.  You can use the default Oracle XE installed with Oracle VM Manager 3.0 for a development and test 
environment. But you need to use the Oracle 11.2.2 SE and EE database for a production environment which is supported 
configuration by Oracle.   
 
Oracle VM Manager uses the network ports 7001, 7002, 54321, 1521 and 8080. You need to check and make sure that these 
ports available by ensuring no return of the command netstat -na |grep <port_number> on these ports. You also need to 
ensure these ports not blocked by firewall by either disabling the firewall or editing the firewall configuration to allow traffic 
through to these ports  The install process is very straightforward  by running the install command.  
Once you complete the installation of both VM servers and VM Manager, login to VM manager to connect VM servers with 
VM manager by discovering VM servers by giving the IP address of the VM server. The following figures shows the process 
of discovering the VM servers 
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Figure 10: Discover VM server by its IP address 

 

  
 

Figure 11.  Two discovered VM servers  

 

VIRTUAL INFRASRURECTURE  DESIGN  

As virtual machines don’t own any physical resources, they have to reply on the underneath virtual infrastructure for the 
computing resources such as CPUs, memory, the networks and shared storage to run Oracle RAC database. The following 
two figures show how to design the virtual architecture in two layers: Oracle VM server level and Oracle VM layer.  

Figure 11 shows the design of this virtual infrastructure on Oracle VM server level. Oracle VM server is installed on bare 
metal physical machine. The VM servers have access physical network ports for network connections and also have to access 
to the shared storage. Oracle VM Manager manages Oracle VM servers. 
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Figure 12: Virtual Infrastructure 

 

On the virtual machine level, all the virtual machines rely on the resources from VM servers, such as network and storage 
resource. The follow figure shows how the guest virtual machines are related to the VM servers: 
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Figure 13: Guest Virtual Machines and VM servers  

 

NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN IN ORACLE VM 

In Oracle VM virtual environment, the network infrastructure connects between Oracle VM servers; between Oracle VM 
servers and Oracle VM Manager; between Oracle VM servers and the external storage ; between Oracle Virtual Machines. By 
usage. We need to establish the networks for the following different roles: 

1. Server management that connects VM servers and VM manager and allows to manage the VM servers through VM 
manager. 

2. Live migration that connects between VM servers and allows to migrate virtual machines from one VM server to 
another VM server. 

3. Cluster heartbeat that connect between VM servers that allow the VM servers to establish a cluster server pool  and 
an OCFS cluster file system as Oracle VM storage repository to store the VM resources. 

4. Storage network that allows Oracle VM servers to connect to external storage.    

5. Virtual machine role that is the virtual network for virtual machines. For the virtual machines that host Oracle RAC 
database instances,  we need to establish the virtual network for public network and the private network for RAC 
clusterware heartbeat between virtual machines.   

For this POC project as shown in Figure 10 we have configured four networks: 

1. The storage network will be based on two Fibre channel HBA cards, not on the network interface cards.  
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2. The Management network in RED color combines three network roles: server management, server pool cluster 
heartbeat, and live migration. For the environment with a high volume of network traffic for live migration, we may 
consider to implement a separate network for live migration. 

3. Public network and Private network for VMs: As we implement VMs for running RAC database, we have designed 
two virtual machine network: Public and Private for virtual machines. Public network carries for the public network 
traffic of virtual machines , while Private network carries the private network traffic for Oracle 11gR2 RAC and 
clusterware heartbeat. 

 

When you configure the network configuration in the Oracle VM environment, you need to design the mapping from these 
network roles to the network elements in the VM server, such as the physical network port, bonds. The physical network 
ports are in the physical network cards that are connected to the physical cables to the network switches. All the network 
traffics on all network roles eventually go through these ports. Network bonding combines the several network interfaces into 
one logic network port called bond such as bond0, bond1, bond2 for redundancy and increasing the network throughputs.  

Figure 13 shows how we map these networks to the network elements: 
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Figure 13: Detailed Network Configuration 

 

1. The management network is built on bond1 based on port 2. This network is created automatically when we installed the 
VM server. VM manager uses this network to discover and manage the VM srvers. By default bond0 has only one port, 
and you also can add an additional port to this bonding for redundancy. 

2. Public network is built on bond2 based on network port 1. As this network is built for the virtual machine role, by 
default an Xen bridge is built on this network. Through this bridge, this network is presented to virtual machines for 
establishing a  public virtual network on this bridge. 

3. Private network is built on bond1 which combines port3 and port 4 for redundancy.  Similar to the public network, an 
Xen bridge is built on this network.  Through this bridge,  this network is presented to virtual machines for establishing a  
private virtual network on this bridge. 
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STORAGE INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN IN ORACLE VM 

 

There are three types of storage needed for the VM environment:  the storage for Oracle VM environment resources such as 
VM templates, ISO,  the storage space for virtual machines and the 12GB raw volume for server file system and cluster data. 
The storage need to be a shared storage and accessible on all VM servers on the VM server pools.   In Oracle VM 3.0 term, 
the storage for Oracle VM environment resource is referred to storage repository. This storage repository is an OCFS2 cluster 
file system build on the shared storage so that all the VM servers can share the access to this file system. The storage space for 
virtual machines can use virtual disks or a raw physical disk volume.  The virtual disk essentially is a disk image file stored in 
the storage repository. It is easy and quick to use as it can be created directly from the storage repository, not need to prepare 
extra volume. If you decided to use raw physical disk volumes as the storage space for virtual machine, you need to prepare 
the volume that is accessible from all the VM servers and then present them to the virtual machine.  Normally we use virtual 
disks as the storage for the OS and file systems of the virtual machine. In order to configure Oracle RAC database using 
virtual machines as the RAC nodes, all storage components for 11g R2 RAC database such as the storage for votingdisk file, 
database files and FRA have to be shared and accessible from the virtual machine OS. For development and test database 
environment, you may just use virtual disks for these RAC database storage components. However for production databases, 
it is recommended to create the raw physical disks for these storages. So this POC project, we have configured the following 
storage volumes for the various purposes as shown in Figure 11: 

a. VMrepo for Storage repository  

b. ClusterHB, the 12GB disk volume for the server pool file system and cluster data 

c.  Quorum disks, Data, FRA, the raw physical disk volumes that will be exposed to the virtual machines to store the 
clusterware quorum disks files such as OCR and votingdisk files and the  RAC database files. 

The first two types of volumes VMrepo and ClusterHB are only visible on the VM server level, while the third type volumes 
are accessible to  all the VM servers and also presented to the virtual machines that run the Oracle RAC database.  
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Figure 14: Network Infrastructure Design 

In order to create storage repository on storage volume VMrepo, an OCFS2 cluster file systems is created on the storage 
VMrepo. The following session will discuss the implementation through Oracle VM Manager 3.0. 

 

IMPLEMENTING VIRTUAL INFRASRURECTURE  THROUGH VM MANAGER 

The virtual infrastructure design discussed in the previous session can be implemented with Oracle VM Manager 3.0 GUI. 
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NETWORK CONFIGURATION THROUGH VM MANAGER 

  

Unlike  in  Oracle VM2.2 where  all  network configurations were implemented using the Linux command in dom0 of aVM 
server, in Oracle VM 3.0, all these configurations including network port mapping on VM server and tbonding and Xen 
bridges should be implemented through the GUI interface of the Oracle VM manager. No work should be done through the 
command line in VM server. The following figure shows the network implementation through in VM Manager GUI for the 
network design that was shown in figure 10 above: 

 

  

 

Figure 15: Three Logical Networks: Public, Management and Private 

The Public network is mapped to the bond0 built on port1 as shown as figure 16: 

 

 

Figure 16: Public Network 

 

The Management network is mapped to the bind1 and the related ports as shown in figure 17: 
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Figure 17: Management Network 

And the private network is mapped  bond3 on port3 and port 4 as shown in figure 18: 

 

Figure 18: Private Networks 

 

STORAGE CONFIGURATION THROUGH VM MANAGER: 

As we mentioned, we need to the following volumes from the shared storage:  dom0: 

a. VMrepo  for Storage repository  

b. ClusterHB for the server pool file system and cluster data 

c. Raw physical volume for RAC database such as Clusterware quorum disks,  Data, FRA. 

These volumes need to be accessible to all the VM servers  so that you should be able to see these volumes through 
/proc/partitions on VM server 

Once VM Manage discovers the VM server, Oracle VM manager may automatically discovered the shared storage volumes 
or you would have to register the disk array  that has there volumes in the VM Manager. Figure 18 shows the registered 
shared storage volumes: 
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Figure 19: Registered Storage volumes in VM Manager  

 

And the multipath configurations are also automatically to connect to these storage volumes. 

We can create the server pool y selecting one of the volume as clusterHB (the cluster heartbeat disk: 

 

Figure 20: Create VM Server Pool 

Then you can create the Create Storage Repository on VMrepo volume through VM Manager GUI: 

 

Figure 21: Create Storage Repository 
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After the successful creation, the storage repository is established for the VM server pool and is accessible for all the VM 
servers in the same server pool. 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Storage Repository 

The creation automated the following tasks:  create a partition on the volume and create the OCFS2 filesystem on the 
volume that are accessible for all the VM servers in the server pool and created a storage repository structure on the file 
system. The storage repository can be seen from the VM servers like this: 

 

 

Figure 22: Structure of the Storage Repository 

 

In order to create RAC databases on virtual machine, we also prepare the physical disks Data , FRA, etc.   

   

 

Figure 23: Physical disks 

CREATING AND CONFIGURING VIRTUAL MACHINES 
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With the successful establishment of the virtual infrastructure including VM servers, VM server pool, networks and shared 
storage, we are entering the final stage of the configuration: creating and configuring Oracle virtual machines to run Oracle 
RAC nodes.  

There are several different ways to create virtual machines. You can create VMs from ISO file of an OS Installation DVD, 
such as Oracle Linux DVD, or booting VM via PXE or using Oracle VM templates or Assemblies. For this POC project, we 
used Oracle Linux 5.4 x86-64 template. 

The steps to create a virtual machine are: 

1) Download the OEL5U6 VM template from Oracle e-Delivery website and then Import the VM template VM 
manager and store the template in the storage repository: 

  

            Figure 24: Import VM template 

 

2)  Create virtual machines by cloning VM template 

 

 

Figure 25: Create VM  

3) Configure two virtual network interfaces (VNIC) for the virtual machine: 
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          Figure 26: Create Virtual Network Profile 

           As shown above, MAC address 00:21:16:00:00:02 is built on the bridge connected to Network public 

          And the MAC address 00:21:16:00:00:03 is built on the bridge connected to Network private   

  

And assign the VNICs to the VM: 

 

Figure 27: Assign VNIC to VM 

  

Then two virtual network interfaces eth0 and eth1 are connected to public and private networks on the VM server 
respectably as shown in figure  
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Figure  28: Virtual Network Interfaces of VM and their connections  to the Networks in the VM server 

 

4) Start the VM from the VM manager, you see the two VNICs eth0 and eth1 with the MAC address assigned . 
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Figure 29: Network configuration of VM 

The raw physical disk volumes  for the 11g clusterware and RAC database and Quorum disks, Data, FRA need to be added to 
virtual machines (VMs). through  VM manager GUI: 

Select  physical disks to present to VMs: 

 

 

Figure 30: Select Physical disks for VM 

Add additional local  file system to VM that will be used to storage Oracle software as the OEL5U6 template by default only 
provides 1 10GB OS file system 

 

 

Figure 31: Add Virtual disks to VM as the local disks 
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After this, you can see the network and the storage of this VM as follow:  

a) Two network interfaces: public and private 

b) Two local disk images as the local files system: OS file system and Oracle Home  from Storage repository  

c) Two raw physical volume for RAC database: Data1 and FRA1: 

 

 

Figure 32: Network interfaces and Storages for VM 

 

After you log to the virtual machine, you can see the virtual devices that are mapped to the these virtual disks and  

The physical volumes: 

    

Two volumes for file system:   

Figure 33: Virtual disk partitions in VM 

 

xvda is the OS disk based on virtual disk  0004fb00001200012fabc0e06fd11cf.img from VMpoo1_repo storage repository, 

 xvdd is for the local file system for Oracle software homes based on virtual disk localdisk_vm2 from VMpoo1_repo storage 
repository 

xvdb and xvdc are devices for Oracle RAC database that is based on physical volume DATA1 and FRA1, respectively. 

After we created two VMs with the required network configuration and storage and physical disk configuration, we have 
established the following virtual machines supported by the underneath virtual infrastructure:  
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Figure 34: Completed implementation of Oracle VM infrastructure for RAC  

 

CONFIGURING 11GR2 RAC DATABASE ON VIRTUAL MACHINES:  

There are several methods to create Oracle RAC database on Oracle VMs: 

            .  Manual Installation and configuration 

           . Automated Provisioning using EM Provisioning Procedure  

          .  Use the Oracle RAC 11g R2 Oracle VM Template: refer to Saar’s 

       Power of the New Oracle RAC 11g Release 2 Oracle VM Templates 

This article will use the example of manual installation and configuration.  

INSTALLING  & CONFIGURING ORACLE RAC OVM 

The steps to install Oracle Clusterware and Oracle RAC on OVM is very similar to the installation steps on physical servers. 

The only difference is that the OS is running on the virtual machines and the networks are virtual network and shared storage 
are the virtual devices as we discussed in the previous steps.  

Here we can outline the steps and refer the Oracle RAC and clusterare admin guild for details. 

1. Prepare the OS to meet the pre-requisite requirements    

        Network configuration: private, private, SCAN IPs, VIPs 

                Disable firewall  service: $service iptables stop, $chkconfig iptables off 

                Prerequisite checks ensure rpms, kernel configs, ntpd, etc  

                                                        Set  limits in /etc/security/limits.conf  for grid user and oracle user 

 And run the prerequisite checks ./runcluvfy.sh stage -pre crsinst -n owirac1,owirac2 -r 11gR2 –verbose 

2. Create ASM disks on the virtual disks: 

    $service oracleasm configure  -- configure ASM (all nodes) 

 $fdisk /dev/xvdc, /dev/xvdd,  kpartx /dev/xvdc  -- partition virtual disks 

 $service oracleasm createdisk OCR1 /dev/xvdd1  

 $ service oracleasm createdisk DATA1 /dev/xvdc1 

http://www.oracleracsig.org/pls/apex/Z?p_url=RAC_SIG.download_my_file?p_file=1004007&p_id=1004007&p_cat=documents_new&p_user=nobody&p_company=994323795175833
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3. Install 11g R2 Grid Infrastructure – Clusterware + ASM 

 

 

• Specify the network interfaces: 
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      Specify ASM disks for OCR and Votingdisk files: 

 

 

 

Figure 35: Install Grid Infrastructure 

 

4. Install Oracle RAC software  

5. Create ASM diskgroups for Database: as grid user: ./asmca  

 

 

 

6. Create the RAC database by dbca:  

a. This task is very similar to creating an RAC database on a physical servers. The steps includes: 

b. Select Oracle Real Application Clusters database  
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c. Select two RAC nodes 

d. Select +DATA for database area, +FRA for flash recovery area 

e. Specify the database configuration 

 

SUMMARY 

  

In this article, we have explored how to design and implement an Oracle VM virtual infrastructure to run Oracle RAC 
database. We have focused on the storage configuration for the storage repository and for RAC database; and also discussed 
and different layers of the network configuration for virtual infrastructure as well as Oracle RAC database. 


